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sMRT Inflatable SOS Dan Buoy selected by the
judges for 2014 METS Dame Awards
SOS Marine and Mobilarm subsidiary Marine Rescue Technologies (“MRT”) announce
today that the sMRT Inflatable SOS Dan Buoy is one of the 45 products that have been
nominated for final judging by the Design Award METS (DAME) 2014 jury. The products
have been selected from a total of 116 entries from 23 nationalities from all over the world.
The Dame Jury assess entries for overall design, build quality, functionality and use of
materials. Other factors taken into account are: originality, ergonomics and price/quality
ratio. The short listed products are divided over seven individual categories.
Once thrown into the water and inflated, the sMRT SOS Dan Buoy becomes a visual
marker and at the same time the sMRT technology is activated which sends out an
alert signal automatically transmitting GPS coordinates to your chart plotter via AIS
and DSC. The SOS Dan Buoy can also provide flotation for the casualty. Its visual and
electronic capabilities truly reduce the Search in Search and Rescue.
MRT CEO Ken Gaunt commented: "This product is a clear alternative for those
environments in which individual protection is not viable such as large passenger
vessels and cruise ships, or those facilities such as oil rigs and wind farms in which
additional standby measures address the additional safety requirements needed.”
SOS Marine`s, Ross Spencer added: “We are very excited for sMRT SOS Dan Buoy to
become a global benchmark in response to a rescue situation. It is specifically designed to
make rescue and recovery of a man over board incident a simple and reliable operation.
The sMRT SOS Dan Buoy is a very easy to use product that delivers improved safety to
commercial and recreational seafarers.”
The sMRT SOS Dan Buoy will be on display at METS Amsterdam, in November 2014
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Notes to media:
About SOS Marine
SOS Marine is an Australian company with 30 years experience developing specialised marine safety,
combat and security equipment for the Australian Defence Forces, Federal Police, Coast Guard and
12 countries Defence Forces world-wide.
The company purpose-design and manufacture a diverse range of safety and rescue equipment to
suit professional marine workplace worldwide including ISO 12402 lifejackets, life rafts and the SOS
Dan buoy.
Supply
SOS Marine offers custom designed products including the SOS Dan Buoy man overboard recovery,
sMRT SOS Dan Buoy, SOS life rafts, SOS Waterfront Professional lifejacket Vests, Waterproof Drop
bags, Helicopter Retrieval Strops, SOS Professional lifejacket with harness, Fire Rated lifejackets,
MTO Buoyancy compensating Vest, SOS UDT lifejackets (Special Forces), SOS Outboard Motor Bags,
Gun Holsters and Dog Harness.
SOS Marine represents some of the world`s leading manufacturers, ACR EPIRBS, Great Land Rescue
Lasers and Rescue Sling.
Servicing-Life rafts-Lifejackets and SOS Dan Buoy`s
SOS Marine services life raft, lifejackets and SOS Dan Buoy`s by qualified and experienced servicing
professional at all of its branches.
Design
SOS Marine has established strong relationships with some of the world`s leading component
suppliers allowing us to provide a large range of variations of quality designed products with
“outside the square thinking”.
The company`s broad cross-section of original design and development allows important reactivity
and flexibility to face the most specific design requests and meet industry classifications standards
from conception to production. This high variability in our services has the benefit of making the SOS
point of differentiation.

